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Capillary micromechanics: Measuring the elasticity of microscopic soft
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We present a simple method for accessing the elastic properties of microscopic deformable particles.
This method is based on measuring the pressure-induced deformation of soft particles as they are forced
through a tapered glass microcapillary. It allows us to determine both the compressive and the shear
modulus of a deformable object in one single experiment. Measurements on a model system of polyacrylamide microgel particles exhibit good agreement with measurements on bulk gels of identical
composition. Our approach is applicable over a wide range of mechanical properties and should thus be
a valuable tool for the characterization of a variety of soft and biological materials.

Introduction
Soft mesoscopic particles are remarkably common in biological
systems, industrial processes and everyday products such as
foods, household products, pharmaceutics or cosmetics.1–4
However, the mechanical behavior of systems that consist of
deformable objects is still surprisingly poorly understood. At low
particle concentrations suspensions of soft objects exhibit
a viscoelastic response similar to hard spheres; however, as the
concentration increases they can behave in a drastically different
way. Because they are deformable, highly packed suspensions of
soft particles exhibit a comparably much lower viscosity as the
particles can deform and shrink in response to an increase in
concentration.5–8 Soft microgel particles thus do not exhibit the
dramatic, critical-like increase in viscosity that is seen in hard
spheres7,9 as their volume fraction approaches close packing;
instead, their viscosity increases more gradually, depending on
the softness of the individual particles.6,8
This illustrates the importance of mechanical characterization
methods for microscopic soft objects. Such methods could also
be useful for measuring the mechanical behavior of additives
used in the food and drug industry, as well as for the characterization of cells and other biological materials. While existing
techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM)10–14 or
micropipette aspiration15 can be used to characterize a mechanical response at small scales, these methods are often difficult to
carry out as they require localizing each particle under a microscope. In addition, they probe a highly localized response at the
surface of a soft particle but do not readily provide information
on the elastic response of the entire particle.
In this article we present a simple and direct method for
characterizing the mechanics of microscopic soft objects. Our
approach directly characterizes the elastic properties of entire
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soft objects. We use a microfluidic setup where particles are
deformed in tapered microcapillaries; direct imaging of their
deformation with an optical microscope enables us to characterize both the compressive and the shear modulus of a soft
particle in a single experiment.

Materials and methods/experimental
We flow a dilute suspension of particles through a glass capillary
by applying a pressure difference p between the inlet and the
outlet of the capillary, as shown schematically in Fig. 1. The
capillary is tapered towards the tip, where the inner diameter at
tip is smaller than the size of a single particle. Therefore, a single
particle eventually clogs the capillary and blocks further flow of
the fluid. In this situation the entire pressure difference falls off
across the length of the particle; as a result, an external stress is
applied to the particle, causing it to deform. The particle is also
subjected to a stress in the radial direction, due to the normal
forces exerted on the particle by the capillary walls; the ratio

Fig. 1 Experimental setup: A dilute suspensions of soft particles flows
towards the tapered tip of a microcapillary as a result of an applied
pressure difference. For low pressure values < 103 Pa we exploit gravity
and use the height difference of the sample reservoir and outlet of the
microcapillary tip to apply a hydrostatic pressure. Higher pressures can
be achieved by connecting the sample reservoir to a pressure regulator.
As a single particle blocks the flow of fluid, the particle deforms until the
pressure-induced external stresses are balanced by its internal elastic
stress. The pressure-dependence of the shape and size of the particle is
thus a direct measure of its elastic properties.
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between this radial stress and the applied pressure is directly
determined by the taper angle of the glass capillary. In equilibrium, when the particle no longer moves or changes shape, these
externally applied stresses must match the internal stresses
resulting from the elastic deformation of the particle. This
balance between the externally applied stresses and the internal
elastic stresses enables us to directly derive the elastic properties
of a particle by following its deformation as p is increased. The
setup can be used to apply a wide range of pressures on the
particle, ranging from 1 Pa up to 106 Pa; in addition, the radial
stresses can be tuned by using capillaries with different taper
angles. Hence, the technique can be employed to make
measurements over a wide range of elastic material properties.
To verify our micromechanical method, we use the most
general type of elastic material, which is both deformable and
compressible. We use microgel particles which display both
a shear resistance and a compressibility.9,18 The particles consist
of a sparse, crosslinked polymer network of poly-acrylamide,
with a background fluid of water; the elastic properties of this
system can be conveniently tuned by adjusting the concentration
of polymer and of the cross-linker during synthesis. To achieve
a uniform size distribution of particles we produce the particles
using microfluidics.19, 17 We make uniformly sized aqueous drops
using a microfluidic flow-focussing device, as shown in Fig. 2(A).
The drops are formed from the aqueous inner phase, which
contains the acrylamide monomer and the cross-linker BISacrylamide. The outer phase consists of HFE-7500 fluorocarbon
oil and contains 5% vol/vol 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro-1-octanol
(Sigma), stabilized by 1.8 wt % of the fluorosurfactant ammonium carboxylate of DuPont (Krytox 157) a surfactant that
stabilizes the emulsion drops, as well as the polymerization
initiator Tetramethylethylendiamin (TEMED). The drops are
collected in a vial, where they remain overnight as the polymerization takes place. Subsequently, we wash the particles with
a series of centrifugation and dilution steps to remove the
surfactant from the surface and to disperse the particles in
a background fluid of water. Because the particles are no longer
encapsulated in drops, they can now swell to a size V, which
exceeds the initial drop size V0; this equilibrium size depends on

Fig. 2 Making poly-acrylamide particles in microfluidics (A) Flow
focussing device to produce a water-in-oil emulsion. The aqueous phase,
injected in the middle channel, contains acrylamide monomer, the crosslinker BIS-acrylamide, and the catalyst ammonium persulfate. The oil
phase is injected in the two outer channels and contains a surfactant
stabilizing the drops as well as Tetramethylethylendiamin (TEMED),
which acts as an initiator for the polymerization of acrylamide. The
device is fabricated from a PDMS elastomer using standard soft lithography techniques;16 the channel walls are subsequently treated to be
hydrophobic, thereby enabling a stable production of water drops within
a continuous phase of oil.17 (B) A picture taken further downstream
illustrates that the produced drops exhibit a highly uniform size distribution and they do not coalesce.
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the initial monomer concentration cp and cross-link density
present in the drops before the washing begins. We prepare
a series of samples, keeping the ratio of cross-linker to monomer
constant at 2.6% by weight, while varying the monomer
concentration in a range from 4% to 10% weight fraction.
We use these particles in our capillary device to determine their
elastic properties and validate our micromechanical measurement technique. To minimize friction between the particles and
the wall, we treat the glass surface by flowing a solution of bovine
serum albumin (BSA) through the channel, an approach
frequently used to prevent cells and proteins from sticking to
glass surfaces in biological studies;20–22 it also works well for our
polyacrylamide microgel particles. Subsequently, we flush the
device with water and then flow a dilute suspension of particles
through the capillary by applying a pressure difference p between
the inlet and the outlet, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 1. We
ensure that at the moment a particle first clogs the capillary, the
applied pressure is at the lowest value in the range of pressures we
want to access in the experiment.

Results
In a typical experiment we start from this low pressure and
subsequently increase p in small steps, while simultaneously
capturing the change in shape and volume of the particle using
a optical microscope equipped with a digital camera. At each
pressure we wait until the particle shape no longer changes; for
the systems studied a time step of of 60 s is sufficient to achieve
this equilibration, ensuring that we characterize the elastic
properties in the zero frequency limit.
Typical results are shown in the series of images in Fig. 3(A),
where a particle with cp ¼ 6% is shown under an applied pressure
difference that increases from p ¼ 100 Pa in the top image to 300
Pa in the bottom image. The particle clearly changes its shape; as
the pressure is increased it becomes more elongated and is
compressed along the radial direction as it moves closer to the tip
of the capillary. To quantify this shape change we analyze our
microscope images and extract geometrical information such as
the volume V of the particle, its length, as well as its width.
The surface of the particle that is in contact with the glass walls
has the shape of a tapered band with circular cross section; we
use the length Lband and the average radius Rband of this band as
a measure of the length and the radius of the particle, respectively, shown in Fig.3(C). As the pressure is increased, Lband
increases, while Rband decreases continuously, as shown in
Fig. 3(B). Moreover, a significant change in volume is also
observed; the particle is compressed as the applied pressure is
increased, as shown in Fig. 3(B).
The dependence of these parameters on the applied pressure is
a direct consequence of the elastic properties of the particles and
can thus be employed to compare the properties of different
particles relative to each other. While the relative comparison of
elastic properties is straightforward, a more detailed analysis is
necessary to adequately quantify the elastic properties of the
particles and to make results comparable to generally used elastic
moduli. Moreover, a detailed analysis allows us to account for
the full elastic response of the particles.
In any isotropic elastic material two independent moduli such
as the compressive and the shear modulus, K and G, are sufficient
Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 4550–4555 | 4551

Fig. 3 A typical capillary micromechanics experiment (A) Series of
images of a microgel particle being deformed as the applied pressure
increases; from top to bottom: p ¼ 100 Pa, 150 Pa, 200 Pa, 250 Pa, 300 Pa.
(B) Change of the particle geometry. The contact area where the particle
surface is in contact with the glass wall has the shape of a tapered band,
with average radius Rband and width Lband. As the applied pressure p
increases, Rband (open circles) decreases and Lband (open squares)
increases. The volume of the particle decreases, indicating that the
particle has a finite compressive modulus. (C) Schematic of deformation.
In the absence of friction the z-component of all contact forces between
the wall and the particle balance the direct force due to the pressure
difference p between the front and the rear of the particle. Lband and Rband
are the length and the radius of the contact band between the particle and
the wall of the glass device. (D) Compressive stress as a function of the
volumetric strain; the dashed line is a linear fit to the data; the
compressive modulus of the particle is given by the slope of this curve,
K z 4.5 kPa. (E) Differential stress (pwall – p)/2 as a function of 3r – 3z; the
elastic shear modulus is the slope of the linear fit curve, G z 0.8 kPa.

to describe the full elastic behavior.23 Here we use the combined
information on the changes in shape and volume as well as the
stresses applied to the particle to obtain both moduli from
a single experiment.
The stress on the particle due to external forces is given by the
pressure difference applied to the particle. In a equilibrium
situation, this stress must be balanced by the elastic stress, which
is a function of the particle’s deformation, as well as the moduli K
and G. The externally applied stresses are directly proportional
to the applied pressure difference. As our particles consist of
a polymer network with a incompressible background fluid, the
absolute pressure has no effect on the stress exerted on the
particle itself; only the pressure difference applied to the particle
is relevant and we can neglect the effect of the atmospheric
4552 | Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 4550–4555

background pressure. Due to the porous nature of the particles,
fluid will continue to flow through the pores of the polymer
network, thereby exerting viscous drag forces on the polymer
chains. We therefore equate the stress along the longitudinal
direction of the capillary with the applied pressure difference;
sz ¼ p. The pressure exerted by the wall of the capillary on the
particle can be derived by assuming the absence of static friction
between the particle and the wall. Microgel particles are known
to exhibit very low static friction at interfaces, which is also the
reason why wall slip is often observed in rheological measurements on these materials. The influence of friction can be tested
experimentally by examining the degree of syneresis between
increasing and decreasing pressure steps. For the system studied
here we find only a small degree of syneresis, indicating that static
friction is not important. However, for other soft objects static
friction may play a significant role and should be taken into
account in analyzing the data.
In the absence of static friction, the longitudinal component of
all forces from the wall must balance the force exerted in that
direction through the applied pressure difference, as shown
schematically in Fig. 3(C). The longitudinal component of the
force acting on an area element DA on the surface is thus given by
pwallDA sin(a). Integrating these forces over the total contact
area between the particle and the wall yields a total longitudinal
force Fkwall z 2pRbandLband sin(a). In equilibrium, this force
must balance the longitudinal force Fk ¼ ppRwall2 due to the
applied pressure difference p. As a result, the average wall
pressure is derived as
pwall ¼

2 Rband
p
sinðaÞ Lband

(1)

where a is the taper angle of the capillary, while Rband and Lband
are the radius and length of the band around the particle that is in
contact with the glass wall. Thus, assuming a uniform stress
distribution within the particle, the stress in the radial direction is
directly given by the wall pressure, sr ¼ pwall and in the longitudinal direction it is given by the applied pressure difference,
sz ¼ p. We use a cylindrical coordinate system, where the
z-direction is the central axis of the capillary, as shown in
Fig.3(C).
In equilibrium, when the particle is no longer moving, the
stress exerted by external forces must be balanced by the internal
elastic stresses within the particle, which, for an isotropic
material can be written as a function of K, G, as well as the threedimensional strain deformations, as23,24
2
sr ¼ Kð23r þ 3z Þ þ Gð3r  3z Þ
3

(2)

4
sz ¼ Kð23r þ 3z Þ  Gð3r  3z Þ
3

(3)

Balancing this internal elastic stress with the externally applied
stress implies sr ¼ pwall and sz ¼ p. By solving these equations for
K and G the elastic moduli are directly expressed as a function of
the applied pressures and strain deformations 3r and 3z:
1
ð2pwall þ pÞ
K¼3
23r þ 3z

(4)
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1
ð pwall  pÞ
G¼2
3r  3z

(5)

Both expressions can be rationalized in terms of a elastic stress
in response to a strain deformation characteristic of the mode of
deformation probed. The compressive modulus K quantifies
resistance of the material to volume change; the relevant stress is
the hydrostatic pressure, which is the average of the stresses
along the principal axes, thus scompr ¼ (2pwall + p)/3, whereas the
characteristic strain is the volumetric strain DV/V z 23r + 3z. The
compressive modulus is thus determined from the slope of scompr.
as a function of DV/V, as shown for a typical experiment in
Fig. 3(D).
The shear modulus G quantifies the resistance of the
material to a shape deformation; the relevant stress is the
difference of the stress in the longitudinal and the radial
direction, sshear ¼ (pwall – p)/2, whereas the characteristic strain
characterizes the shape change; it is the difference of the strains in
the longitudinal and the radial direction 3shear ¼ 3r – 3z. The shear
modulus is thus determined from the slope of sshear as a function
of 3shear, as shown for a typical experiment in Fig. 3(E).
We thus obtain both the compressive and the shear modulus of
a particle from a single experiment. The results for the different
poly-acrylamide samples are shown in Fig. 4(A) as a function of
the weight fraction cp of monomer in the microfluidic synthesis of
the particles. The magnitude of both K and G increases continuously as cp is increased, with the compressive modulus always
remaining larger than the shear modulus over the entire range of
polymer concentrations studied; the ratio between K and G
remains approximately constant at K/G z 2–3 for all cp,
a behavior that is typical for many polymer gels. Our data
corresponds to Poisson ratios n ¼ 0.28  0.04, a range of values
that is in agreement with previous measurements conducted on
macroscopic polyacrylamide gels25 that match the chemical
composition of our gel particles.
Error analysis
The limited resolution of the microscope and the digital image
analysis as well as the accuracy of the applied pressure introduce
errors in the determination of K and G via eqn (4), (5) and (1). To
analyze the propagation of these errors, we elucidate the
dependence of K and G on the resolution Dp of the applied
pressure and on the typical spatial resolution Dx in determining
the characteristic points that are used to characterize the particle
shape. The spatial resolution also leads to an error in the deterDx
mination of the taper angle a, which we estimate as Daz
.
Lband
The propagation of these errors leads to an error in the
determination
of
the
compressive
modulus
as
dK
dK d3r
dK d3z
dK
DK ¼
Dx þ
Dx þ
Dp þ
Da. In our experidp
d3r dx
d3z dx
da
ments we estimate that the typical positional error is Dx z 1
pixel, where typically Lband z 2Rband z 100 pixels and the
Dp
accuracy of the pressure is z5%. The estimated relative error
p


DK Dp
5
Dx
z þ
in K is then
þ1
; for a typical compresK
p
23r
Lband
sion 23r + 3z z 10%, Dx/Lband ¼ 1% and Dp/p ¼ 5% we find
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Fig. 4 Mechanical properties as a function of polymer concentration: (A)
Compressive modulus K (solid circles) and shear modulus G (open
circles) as a function of the polymer concentration cp. (B) Typical data
from a bulk compressive mechanical test. The curve shown is for a sample
with 6% polymer concentration; the arrows indicate the order of data as
the sample is compressed and then immediately decompressed again at
a rate of 0.1 mm/min. (C) Young’s modulus E from compressive
mechanical tests on bulk poly-acrylamide gels (squares) and for microgel
particles (diamonds) as derived from the compressive modulus K (solid
circles) and the shear modulus G (open circles). To account for the
swelling of the particles in water, the polymer concentration is corrected
by the volume ratio V0/V, where V0 is the volume of the particles as they
are formed in the microfluidic devices, and V is the equilibrium particle
volume after swelling in water.

DK
z30%. Additional, systematic errors may come from friction
K
between the particle and the glass walls, which has been neglected
in our data analysis.
For the hydrogel systems studied here, we observe a linear
dependence of the stress on the strain, even at relatively large
deformations. However, for many soft objects nonlinear
behavior such as strain stiffening would be expected; given
a sufficient range of applied stresses we would expect to be able to
directly characterize this behavior as well.
To be able to further check the validity of our method, we
perform macroscopic mechanical tests on macroscopic hydrogel
samples, where in the synthesis we use the same monomer, crosslinker and initiator as used in our soft microgel particles. We cast
the samples in petri dishes to obtain disc-shaped gels with
a thickness of z 5 mm. We make such discs with a range of
polymer concentrations, keeping the ratio of cross-linker to
monomer constant for all samples.
Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 4550–4555 | 4553

We perform compressive tests on these samples using the
normal force transducer of a strain-controlled rheometer
(Rheometrics, ARES LS). The samples are allowed to swell in
water to their equilibrium size and the compression tests are
performed in water between two parallel steel plates by slowly
decreasing the distance between the plates at a speed of typically
0.1 mm/min, while simultaneously measuring the normal force
exerted on the plates by the compressing microgel.
For a poroelastic material such as the hydrogels studied here,
sample size must have a significant influence on the relaxation
time of the material; we therefore aim at characterizing only the
elastic behavior at time scales longer than the relaxation time of
the material. We ensure that we are measuring in this slow
deformation regime by first compressing the sample and then
extending it again. At slow enough rates of strain the amount of
syneresis between the two curves should be minimal; indeed, at
a rate of deformation of 0.1 mm/min the curves for increasing
and decreasing strain deformation almost overlap, as shown for
a typical experiment in Fig.4(B); this indicates that the rate of
deformation is slow enough to adequately suppress viscous
contributions to the response.
In these bulk measurements we are not characterizing the full
elastic behavior, as we only measure the response to a uniaxial
compression, while leaving the sample free to expand or contract
along the other axes; this yields the Young’s modulus E of the
material. Thus, in this case as well we assume the absence of static
friction between the sample and the walls of the compression
plates. To compare the results from our capillary micromechanics measurements to the macroscopic tests, we also
express them in terms of the Young’s modulus, E, which is
related to K and G via23
E¼

9KG
;
3K þ G

(6)

and plot them in Fig.4(C) as a function of the internal polymer
concentration of the particles in their swollen state, cpVo/V. This
accounts for the change of polymer concentration upon swelling
of the particles, with cp the polymer concentration during the
initial drop formation stage, V0 the volume of the drops, and V
the volume of the cross-linked particles after swelling in water.
Within our experimental error the magnitude of the Young’s
modulus is in good agreement with the macroscopic measurements at all polymer concentrations studied. Moreover, the
dependence of E on polymer concentration is well described by
a power law behavior E f (cpV0/V)n for both the macroscopic
and the microscopic measurement, where the exponent n z 2.9 is
identical in both cases. A power-law behavior is frequently
observed in measurements on microgels and hydrogel systems26–28
and is also predicted theoretically from scaling arguments.27,29
However, the magnitude of the moduli found in the capillary
measurements are consistently higher than those measured in the
bulk measurements. This difference could be due to a not
completely isotropic morphology of the particles - during their
synthesis in the microfluidic device the initiator is flown in the
outer phase, which could lead to a higher polymer concentration
and/or cross-link density near the surface of the particles, which
in turn could increase their overall elastic properties. Another
reason for the higher values found in the capillary measurements
could be the occurence of static friction in the capillary
4554 | Soft Matter, 2010, 6, 4550–4555

measurements, which we have neglected in our analysis. Nevertheless our results indicate that the capillary micromechanics
method provides reasonable results for the mechanics of soft
particles at microscopic length scales.

Conclusions
We have developed and validated a new technique for the
characterization of soft objects, which we term capillary micromechanics. Our approach enables the quantification of the full
elastic response of soft particles, expressed in terms of the
compressive modulus K and the shear modulus G from a single
experiment. This approach enables us to derive the average
properties of an entire soft object, while other methods such as
atomic force microscopy (AFM) are more suited to characterize
the localized response at nanometer length scales. For inhomogeneous soft objects such as biological cells it is not straightforward to extract information on the elastic properties of the
whole object from such localized measurements. Our method
should thus be important for the characterization of such
systems, in combination with more localized methods such as
AFM10–13 or micropipette aspiration.15 Due to its simplicity and
broad range of accessible elastic behaviors we expect this
approach to be applicable to a wide range of soft and biological
materials.
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